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Editorial
Mathematical morphology (MM) is one amongst the most techniques of 
image process. it's supported object form and pure mathematics and was 
projected and developed by Matheron & missionary in 1964Its application 
in image process is incredibly helpful for segmentation, refinement, feature 
extraction, and secernment millimeter has not created a transparent transition 
to the 3D purpose cloud setting. even so, millimeter has shown its quality 
in finding issues with purpose cloud knowledge through the transformation 
into 2nd or 3D formation knowledge. Morphological erosion has been 
accustomed live the breadth of urban ground components, like sidewalks 
ANd threadsMorphological operators are conjointly accustomed phase curbs 
in purpose clouds noninheritable  with Mobil optical device Scanning purpose 
clouds square measure thought of as an info model in itself, and not solely as 
{a data|a knowledge|an info} supply to be processed to extract information for 
alternative models. The sensible purpose cloud thought implies mistreatment 
and enriching purpose clouds with user-centered info instead of raw data 
he structuring of purpose clouds to the 2nd grid involves info loss, typically 
the Z element. Sometimes, it's doable to recover the knowledge, saving the 
regulation of the point’s happiness to every pel, as most of the works on top 
of mentioned do. however millimeter application is often done on 2nd, or 3D, 
grid knowledge that suggests a resolution loss and also the generation of 
“empty” pixels or voxels. The most drawbacks that accompany the millimeter 
application from pictures to purpose clouds is that the adaptation of a 2nd 
formation technique to 3D vector knowledge. Purpose clouds square measure 
structured as a closed meter component outlined by its surface, and millimeter 
operations supported a structuring component square measure applied. 

Since it's a meter object outlined by the surface, the item center is taken into 
account as interior and also the erosion/dilation is comparable to expansion/
contraction of the amount. This approximation of millimeter application 
to purpose clouds isn't perpetually doable since not all purpose clouds 
will be approximated as meter objects. purpose clouds in remote sensing 
applications can't be perpetually approximated as closed meter objects. 
purpose clouds fit additional a collection of open surfaces This approximation 
of millimeter application to purpose clouds isn't perpetually doable since not 
all purpose clouds will be approximated as meter objects. Purpose clouds 
in remote sensing applications can't be perpetually approximated as closed 
meter objects. Purpose clouds fit additional a collection of open surfaces. 
Alternative authors select a millimeter that solely affects purpose cloud 
attributes, the authors have custom-made mathematical morphology from 
image process to figure with purpose clouds as sets of points, not solely 
closed objects. Additionally, since millimeter is AN solely geometric method, 
alternative purpose cloud attributes aren't needed, like intensity, timestamp, 
RGB colour, etc. during this section, SE options, morphological dilation, 
and morphological erosion in purpose clouds square measure outlined. The 
choice of the SE could be a manual task supported the user expertise. a 
similar principle is followed in image process. Since the SE as a degree 
cloud will have infinite shapes, densities and orientations; the choice of the 
on top of mentioned characteristics is given by the matter to be solved and 
also the pure mathematics. Morphological dilation is outlined because the 
method within which the item is dilated in line with the SE. In formation house, 
dilation moves over background pixels and  turns these into object pixels at 
places wherever the SE form partly covers an object. Since in purpose clouds 
there's no “background points”, dilation moves over object points and build 
new object points (as outlined within the SE) around existing ones.
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